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F
or millions of disadvantaged people 
already suffering hunger and poverty, 
climate change is a backbreaker. 
Hunger has more than doubled in 10 of 
the world’s worst climate hotspots over 

the last six years. More intense and frequent 
extreme weather events have dealt a hard 
blow to millions of people already reeling from 
ongoing conflict, economic shocks, and rising 
food prices. 

The climate crisis is no longer a ticking 
bomb; it is exploding before our eyes. Climate 
change is making extreme weather events, 
such as droughts, cyclones, and floods, 
more frequent and deadly. Extreme weather 
events have increased fivefold over the past 
50 years. In January 2022, at least 14 people 
died in the Eastern Cape due to flash floods, 
and hundreds more were displaced after 
their homes were destroyed. The floods also 
destroyed roads and other infrastructure.  

Eighteen million people are on the brink 
of starvation in the world’s 10 worst climate 
hot spots, which include Somalia, Kenya and 
Zimbabwe. The number of people suffering 
acute hunger has more than doubled – 21 to 48 
million – in just over the past six years, according 
to Oxfam’s September 2022 Hunger In A Heating 
World, a report on how the climate crisis is fuelling 
hunger in an already hungry world.

South Africa is not immune to these crises. 
This is why Oxfam South Africa works with 
communities and movements in South Africa and 
countries in the Southern African Development 
Community to save and protect lives in 
emergencies, help people rebuild their livelihoods, 
and campaign for genuine, lasting change.  

The climate crisis is no longer a ticking bomb, 
it is exploding before our eyes, says OXFAM 

Saving lives and building resilience are 
necessary prerequisites to developing a solidarity 
economy in the current climate and hunger 
crisis. In March this year, Oxfam South Africa’s 
Saving Lives and Building Resilience programme 
convened a two-day engagement between the 
South African Local Government Association 
and partners – including Zamelekhaya Tshoba, 
Bhaca Environmental Justice Movement, and the 
Eastern Cape Environmental Network – in Nelson 
Mandela Bay Municipality.

The engagement addressed critical issues 
such as community-based disaster risk and 
vulnerability assessments, developing and 
structuring municipal disaster management 
plans, and managing community displacement 
during disasters. 

COMMUNITY-BASED INTERVENTION
Oxfam’s work is partner-led, and our 
partners’ experiences, knowledge and 
insights were critical to the engagement and 
to the building of response systems inclusive 
of affected communities. 

The South African Local Government 
Association and the National Disaster 
Management Centre seek to improve the 

state of compliance levels, operational 
planning, and response interventions in 
municipalities. Oxfam seeks to replicate 
critical engagements such as these 
among communities affected the most by 
climate-related disasters all nine provinces.

The Eastern Cape province  has the highest 
rate of unemployment. Youth who have been 
capacitated through our work are employed 
at the National Disaster Management Centre 
and are using their skills proactively. 

Oxfam South Africa’s ongoing strategic 
partnerships with local agencies and direct 
implementation aimed at building resilience 
have enabled the project to reach its intended 
beneficiary target. The project had an 
outreach of 14 500 people in 2022.  

Through our partnership with SANAMI, 
Oxfam South Africa supports 64 farming 
co-operatives. The COVID-19 pandemic 
negatively impacted these co-operatives 
with reduced sales because many 
households lost their household income. 
Heavy rains due to climate change have 
also impacted on sales.

Since February 2022, small-scale farmers 
of the Alfred Nzo District have been enrolled 
in Boxer Stores’ training programme in small 
business development, receiving financial 
support from Boxer to cover travel costs 
during the four months of training. The 
training aims to develop resilient Eastern 
Cape farmers to produce and supply good 
quality vegetables. 

THE FUTURE IS EQUAL

“Acute hunger has more than doubled in 10 of the world’s worst climate 
hotspots over past 6 years. Eighteen million of them are on the brink of 
starvation.  Behind the climate crisis is a horrifying story of inequality.” 
- Lebogang Ramafoko, Oxfam South Africa, Executive DirectorIM
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Women fetch firewood in Eastern Cape, South Africa
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The real tragedy of the devastating floods in KwaZulu-Natal 
in April this year is not solely due to global warming, but also 
to the policy, politics and poor governance fuelling hunger in 
an already hungry world, writes FUNDISWA NDLELA, Rural 
Transformation Manager at Oxfam South Africa   

I
n South Africa, the proportion of people 
affected by moderate to severe food 
insecurity increased between 2019 and 2021. 
According to Statistics South Africa, while 
all the provinces were affected, the Eastern 

Cape (16.6 per cent), was an exception as its 
food insecurity prevalence rates were below the 
national average (23.6 per cent) in 2020.

Families in the Eastern Cape province spend 
most of their income on food, and there is 
clear evidence of growing food insecurity as 
measured by the number of meals consumed 
and the quantity and variety of foods eaten. 

Most people in the province live in rural 
areas, and the contribution of agriculture to 
local livelihoods in the entire province is low 
and has been in decline for several decades. 
South Africa used to be the net exporter of 
food. Now it is the net importer.

An estimated 72 per cent of the population 
in the Eastern Cape province live below the 
poverty line, which is more than the national 
average of 60 per cent – this is attributable to 
the structural inheritances of apartheid.

EFFECTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT  
ON HUNGER/POVERTY
Unemployment can also negatively affect a 
household’s food security status. 

Lockdowns triggered by the COVID-19 
pandemic caused major economic disruptions 
and contributed to the loss of livelihoods and 

income. Between 2017 and 2020, household 
unemployment in South Africa increased. 
Those most affected were female-headed 
households – almost half of the female-
headed households had no employed person 
in 2020. High levels of joblessness have 
always been – and continue to be – critical 
contributors to poverty and inequality. For 
the first time since 1994, the number of 
unemployed people in the Eastern Cape 
outpaced the number of those employed in 
2020/2021. This is according to a study by the 
Eastern Cape Socio Economic Consultation.

In the second quarter of 2022, provincially, 
the Eastern Cape has the highest rate of 
unemployment at 42.8 per cent (expanded, 
51.8 per cent). Limpopo has the second 
highest unemployment rate at 36.3 per cent, 
but KwaZulu-Natal has the second highest 
expanded rate at 49.4 per cent.

POVERTY IS GENDERED, SEXIST AND RACIST
Women, ethnic minorities and developing 
countries have been hit the hardest by 
growing inequality during the pandemic. 
Data shows that, in South Africa, more women 
lost their jobs than men. Black women, 
especially, are already the least likely to be 
employed in the country. During COVID-19, 
many women skipped meals and sacrificed for 
their children and family members.

In 2019, almost one in every five black Africans 
was affected by moderate to severe food 
insecurity, followed by Coloureds at 16.1 per cent, 
while Indians/Asians and Whites were the least 
affected affected, according to the study.

Poverty is gendered and racist because it 
affects black women and children the most. 

Oxfam South Africa supports the call for a 
feminist government, with policies informed 
by intersectional analyses of women’s social, 

POLICY, POLITICS AND 
POOR GOVERNANCE

Mr Mjoli Lindela’s Cooperative, 
Lugelweni Location, Mount 
Ayliff, Eastern Cape 
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POLICY, POLITICS AND 
POOR GOVERNANCE

political and economic positioning, policies 
that ensure women, racialised and other 

oppressed groups are represented in all 
decision-making on matters that impact them. 

CLIMATE AND HUNGER
People living in poverty are most affected by 
crises. The low level of public discourse around 
climate change as a social justice issue stymies 
discussions about the lack of preventative 
systems and mechanisms to mitigate the impact 
of climate-related crises, especially on poor 
marginalised communities working the land. 

In April 2022, severe fl ooding and landslides 
were caused by heavy rainfall in southern and 
southeastern South Africa, particularly in the 

“Women, ethnic minorities and developing COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN hit the 
hardest by growing inequality during the COVID-19 pandemic.”

MRS NQOKO, NTABANKULU, EASTERN CAPE 
In March 2022, Oxfam South Africa 
visited the Eastern Cape woman 
farmer of the year, Mrs Nqoko. The 
organisation supported her with 
training, seedlings, and irrigation 
equipment. Her co-operative is 
directly affected by climate change. 
The latest crop of cabbages - rotted 
from overexposure to the sun and 
the deluge of the March 2022 � oods 
- cannot be sold to Boxer Stores, her 
regular customer.

MR ZAMELEKHAYA TSHOBA, 
NTABANKULU, EASTERN CAPE
Oxfam South Africa visited the 
Tshoba family in Ntabankulu in April 
2022. This family, like many others, 
has been affected by disaster and 
intergenerational poverty and pushed 
to acute hunger. The Tshoba family 
has applied for indigent status with the 
Municipality of Ntabankulu.

BOXER STORES TRAINING PROGRAMME
Since February 2022, Oxfam South 
Africa’s partners – small-scale 
farmers of the Alfred Nzo District in 
the Eastern Cape – have enrolled in 
the Boxer Stores training programme 
designed to build their capacity 
to produce vegetables that meet 
minimal standards. 

Cabbage is the most consumed 
vegetable in the Eastern Cape, which 
has increased both the demand and 
the supply chain. However, 

transporting 
produce remains 
a critical obstacle 
for small-scale 
farmers due to the 
geographic spread 
and location of 
their farms. Most 
framers must 

secure their own transport, and often 
the vehicles are not refrigerated. 

The Alfred Nzo District has also 
experienced heavy rainfall in the past 
10 months. This disaster has resulted in 
the massive loss of produce – cabbages, 
in particular. Damaged produce cannot 
be sold as it does not meet minimum 
standards for the market. 

Climate change continues to 
signi� cantly impact rural communities. 
Recognising this, Oxfam South Africa 
is working on creative ways to support 
small-scale farmers so that the cycles 
of � oods and drought do not affect 
their production and livelihoods.

Oxfam is working with partners to 
introduce greenhouse technology to 
build farmers’ capacity to produce 
high-quality produce, while using 
less water. This will enable planting 
of vegetables in a controlled, safe, 
and sustainable environment, 
mitigate the impact of climate 
change, and support farmers to 
adapt to a green economy. 

Oxfam South Africa will also 
supply the farmers with seedlings, 
environmentally-friendly pesticides, 
and tools. 

DONATE TO OXFAM
Oxfam works with partners, allies and 
communities to save and protect lives 
in emergencies, help people rebuild 
their livelihoods, and campaign for 
genuine, lasting change.  

Help us to save lives, and build 
resilience and an equal future. Your 
support will enable Oxfam South 
Africa to continue doing its work. 

Oxfam South Africa is a South 
African Revenue Service approved 
Public Benefi t Organisation (PBO 
930 048 899 and NPO 153-684). 
Donations over R100 per tax year 
may qualify to receive a section 
18A tax certifi cate. Applicable to 
South African citizens only. 

Make your donation via our 
website or EFT: 

Bank name: First National Bank
Account number: 62528168041
Branch code: 251345
Reference: Name + Number 

For more info regarding donations, 
please contact: Masana 
Shikwambane on 011 100 4610 or 
email fundraising@oxfam.org.za

SAVING LIVES, BUILDING RESILIENCE

KwaZulu-Natal and Eastern Cape provinces. 
The fl oods caused the death of 448 people, 
displaced over 40 000 people and completely 
destroyed over 12 000 houses. This is 
according to the European Commission’s 
Directorate-General for European Civil 
Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations.

The real tragedy of the devastation of 
the floods is not solely due to the effects of 
global warming, but also to policy, politics, 
poor governance, and lack of regular 
infrastructural maintenance. System change 
is critical to mitigating the impact of hunger 
in a heating world. 
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Nolitha Msuthu Mbizana, small-scale 
farmer in the Winnie Madikizela-Mandela 
Municipality, Eastern Cape  

Nolungile Makaula
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➔ Scan this QR code to go 
directly to the Oxfam website.

For more information:
   011 100 4610

  info@oxfam.org.za
   www.oxfam.org.za

     OxfamSA
   oxfamsa
    oxfamsa
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https://www.facebook.com/OxfamSA/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/oxfam-south-africa-9ab416124/?originalSubdomain=za
https://twitter.com/oxfamsa
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